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BELINDA CARLISLE 

\jtfHAT HE* <2ro 
Belinda Carlisle 
invites you to 
discover all 
the things that 
she finds 
utterly utterly 
un-terrific... 



“I hate people who go slow in th 
Hell is being stuck on Route 405 
L.A. in traffic. That’s hell.” 

sure 



THE BITZ SOOTHSAYER’S DEPT. PRESENTS: 

POP PROPHESIES FOR 

inhabitants in 1988? So 
curious was Bitz to peek 
through the curtains of 
time, that we convened an 
expert panel of spook 
prediction specialists to 
draw up their astrology 
charts, cast their tarot 

pop’s top people. Read on 
for our three paranormal 
boffins’ strange 
prophesies. . . 

PET SHOP BOYS 
“They won’t split up but.. .they'll 
both be pulling in opposite 
directions and there's a rocky bit 
forecast. They will play live and 
won’t like it, even though they feel 
it’s something they have to do, to 
get it out of the way. They won’t put 
much into it. Emotionally Chris will 
have a very good year. If he's with 
someone, they’ll get on well; if not, 

ideas this man has are absolutely 
mind-boggling. But he's very lazy 
and finds it hard to articulate his 
feelings in songwriting. If he 
chooses to capitalise on his 
creative ability, 1988 will be an 
exceptional year for his group. If 
they head for America they’ll be 
very successful and there are no 
signs of them going off the boil in 
England. There will be some sort ol 
legal action taken against the band 
as a whole — they will lose. On a 
sexual level, Marti has incredible 
depth; he’s got great energy and 
drive, which he sometimes finds 
difficult to control (//!). At the 
moment he's a bit of a ladies man, 
though towards the end of the year 
he’ll find true love.” 

he's currently following and 
producing a totally different sound. 
He's inclined to make impulsive 
gestures — they will prove unwise 
if not well thought out in advance. 
His drug problem is like the devil 
on his back. 1988 is going to be a 
stressful time and he needs to be 
very hard with himself because it 
could lead to weakness." 

808 drum machine, Akai 
sampling keyboard, Casic 
sampling keyboard, two 
Roland synthesisers, Kon 
DW10, (Etc. etc. for a- vei 

unclear. A year of internal 
conflicts for Morten when oth 
will not see his point of view; 
all. There will be four major 
projects undertaken, all of i fight dogs i 





DEBUT ALBUM turn back the clock 

johnny hates jazz 
features Shattered Dreams, I Don’t Want To Be A Hero, Turn Back The Clock CD. Contains 3 extra 12" mixes 
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# Morten has been diving 
with sharks! 

# Mags has been borrowing 
make-up from Cilia Black! 

# Pal has started to tell jokes! 

“Hey, why don't we try to look 
01 hard like Det Leppard?” suggests 
* B Mags as he applies a liberal 
•J helping of Cilia Black's face 

^ “Oh yes," agrees PSI, “we’re 
more rock’n'roll than Def Leppard, we're more 
rock'n’roll than anyone." And with this 
prompting, Morten strikes the most ridiculous 
rock'n'roll pose you ever did see and the 
Scandinavian scamps start gibbering away in 
Norwegian and having a good old laugh 
amongst themselves. 

What on earth is going on? 
Well viewers, the story is simple. A-ha are in 

an early state of Backlness - i.e. they've got a 
new single coming out shortly, an LP to follow 
and a British tour (probably in March) just to 
wrap things up nicely. So, they're having their 
picture taken for Smash Hits while recording an 
episode of Surprise Surprise (which you may 
have seen just after Christmas) to unveil one of 
their new songs. 

Mags has got a rather heavy cold which has 
turned his nose a rather alarming shade of 
scarlet. This has been the butt of many a joke 
amongst his pop pals, Pal and Morten, mainly 
of the Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer variety, 
and so his manager has popped into Cilia 
Black's dressing room to borrow a dash of face 
powder. And there you have it! 

And A-ha, you'll be pleased to know, have 
not changed a great deal while they've been 
away. Their clothes look so similar that you 

they're still useless at having their picture taken 
- Mags can't keep still for more than five 
seconds, Morten is quite good at pouting and 
what-not but treats it all as a bit of a lark, and 
P&l looks thoroughly bored throughout the 
whole proceedings. 

The show, though, has gone according to 
plan. There's a couple of hitches - firstly “our" 
Cilia is clearly not the world's leading authority 
on A-ha - she had to ask which one was which 
and seemed very surprised that "’ome” (as in 
“will-yer-be-goin-’ome-for-yer-Christmas- 
then?”) was in Norway. Secondly, Morten 
waffled on a bit too much about how he hadn't 
decided what he was getting anyone for 
Christmas even though the show went out on 
December 27, but these things can always be 
snipped. 

Apart from that, A-ha treat us to a sneak 
preview of what will probably be their new 
single, a thumping great dance thingy with an 
infernally catchy chorus called "Touchy" that 
even boasts a squealing guitar solo from P4I. 
Which leaves only one item on A-ha's agenda 
for the day - i.e. a brief chat with Smash Hits 
about recent developments in the ongoing A-ha 
saga and, of course, what the devil they're 
doing on Surprise Surprise... 

What the devil are you doing on Surprise 
Surprise then? 
Mags: Well, the same as anyone does on 
Surprise Surprise - surprising people. It’s just 
one of those things you occasionally do. When 

you’re in a succesful band you get so many 
requests to do things - they often don’t have 
anything to do with making music but people 
are still interested in us and want us to do a lot 
of things - like this morning we were seeing a 
lot of sick children. Some things we do, some 
we turn down, usually depending on how busy 
we are. And it gives us a chance to play a new 

Touchy” all about? 
Morten: It's about nothingness - it's about air 
and bubbles, a bubblegum song. Ha ha ha. No 
- I don’t like to talk about songs because it's 
more of a mood really, an atmosphere. It's 
something you can't really put your finger on 
but it moves people. It becomes so blunt and 
flat if you talk about what your songs mean 
because they breathe and come to life on their 
own. And that is why we have such a strong 
following. People often say that we’re only 
popular with young girls who like us because 
we're handsome or whatever and that is 
insulting to those people. It’s saying they’re 
morons which is untrue. 
Pal: It may not be the single but it probably will. 
But there's a couple of other possibilites: “The 
Blood That Moves The Body", “Out Of Blue 
Comes Green”. 

Mags: Only when there is English people 
around and we don’t want them to hear what 

Morten: No - it varies. If you dropped out of 
this conversation we'd naturally go into 
Norwegian, and sometimes we’re pretty bad 
and talk Norwegian when an English person is 
in the conversation. We switch automatically. 
P4I: But don't forget we are actually Norwegian 
and so it is an effort to speak English even 
though we've been here for so long. 
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music set-up is in London so 
it's natural for us to stay here. 
Morten: London is rare for a 
big modern city because it still 

_ 
going to football matches - 

actually that's a very Norwegian thing, that’s 
what everyone does in Norway. 
Do you still get mobbed all the time? 
Morten: (sarcastically) Oh yes - we walk down 
the road regularly just so that people will 
recognise us. Actually it’s surprising because 
we’ve been away for quite a while now and 
people still haven't forgotten us, people still 
come up and talk to us. 
P4I: We don’t get mobbed though. Perhaps if 
we walked into a schoolyard at 12 o'clock in 
the morning we might but we don't make a 
habit of doing that. 
Mags: I don’t get recognised that much but 
when I’m out with Morten they always turn 
round to him and say “look, that's Mags from 
A-ha” and I say “excuse me, what about me?" 
(i.e. they think Morten is called Mags). They 
must think I’m the minder or something. 
P£l: It's a bit annoying because a lot of fans 
seem to know where we live now because our 
addresses have been published in European 
magazines. 
Morten: I refuse to reply to any letters that 
come to my house. 
Mags: I usually do and say “please don't write 
here because it's the only place I can get some 

Morten: How long do you spend doing that? 
Half a day! If I did that I wouldn't have time to 
do anything else. 
So what else have you been doing apart 
from slaving away over your new LP? 
Mags: Erm. Very little really, apart from 
working. Just basically catching up with old 
friends and stuff - nothing very exciting. 
Morten: I had a holiday - I went to the 
Maldives, a group of coral islands in the Indian 
ocean, just west of Sri Lanka. I went diving 
there with my brother who's a diver with the 
navy and he wanted to go somewhere m 
exciting than the North Sea. So I spr“ ~ 
time with the fishes. 
Mags: Morten likes relating to naturi 
and he likes those exotic settings. 
Morten: I went diving with sharks ac 
But don't they eat you? 
Morten: Well, there are many types of sharks - 
some are this size (indicates an 
undernourished minnow) and some are 
massive, but they aren't necessarily 
dangerous. There are only occasional reports 
of attacks on humans. 
P£l: That's because the people who’ve been 
eaten can't report them. 
Mags: Yeah. You’re not really going to get 
some half-eaten diver popping up and reporting 
it - “get this down mate, here's a pen" - ha ha. 
Morten: No. They don't attack humans 
because people go down and feed them. 
Mags: What, stick their hands in the shark's 

Morten (ignoring these jibes): It's very exciting. 
I've been on safari as well - to Africa. I shoot 
the lions and elephants.. .but only with my 
camera ha ha. Apart from that I’ve just been 
enjoying being out of the limelight. I find I 
appreciate much more the small things in life - 
everyday things like washing my face in the 
morning and going out to buy bread for 
breakfast. Things like that you tend to think 
boring, part of your dull everyday life but those 
are the things that I find the most important. 
Has Pal been up to anything exciting? 
P4I: Apart from washing my face and buying 
bread? Er, well I've been to America. To 
Boston and New York, just visiting friends. 

i Sea. So I spent some 

--- --istening to music 
- tne Sting LP and the Robbie Robertson LP. 
He's a guy who used to be in The Band. 
A bit of an old hippie then? 
Mags: He may be old but the music still 
speaks, mate. Have a listen, it'll do your mental 
health a world of good, mate. (Have you 
noticed how Mags says “mate" all the time 

i 

c 

viewers? Very odd). 
So pars become a bit of a guitar hero or 
the new single? 
Pal: Yes, it is a guitar hero riff, isn't it? Actually 
it’s Mags playing the harmonica - a blues har 
- on top of it too. It’s only one note. 
Mags: But what a great note though, mate. 
Pai: “Touchy” took us ages to perfect because 
it’s an old type of swing rhythm and it took ages 
to get right even using computers and things to 
syncopate the beat. 

re getting a bit complica 
re tearing all th 

Still, our m 

-setting a 
. ft we? The trouble ._ .. 

things we're not supposed 
music. We're not raw talented novices 

5 sound of unspoilt mi 
go's pretty impressive, 

_what’s all t1-'-- 
. re been getting into? 
Morten: Ecology isn’t weird, it's very important 
and something we're very concerned about. It’s 
a simple fact that the survival of the planet is 
being threatened by pollution and ecology is 
going to be a very important issue over the 

s. But what's all this weird ecology 

next few years. 
Mags: We were going to do this race across 
Australia in an egg-shaped solar powered car 
but the people who made our car were 
disqualified for using wind power as well as 
solar power. It's a bit silly really because the 
idea of the race was to find the most efficient 
form of energy but we were disqualified 
because we could drive at night as well as day. 
P4I: None of us had a driver’s licence. Or an 
egg licence. 
Mags: It has a solar panel (weird contraption 
that soaks up the sun's rays and turns it into 
energy) so it drives off the sun’s energy during 
the day. Then it also has a device for turning 
the wind into electricity so when everyone else 
was stopping for the night we could say “we’re 
off mate, see you in Adelaide" and drive all 
night. We’d have got there three days earlier. 
Great car - it could do about 16 mites an hour 
and^not all of them were egg-shaped - some 

Morten: It was a political thing really because 
the race was sponsored by an oil company and 
thev have the technology to develop solar 

ut because they make so much money 

thing. Think of all that fuel 
one person in a car and al_ 
pollution. That's what's going to end 

use just to drive 

_, nuclear disaster. 
So where will all this lead? 
Morten: Whatever moves me interests me, so 
who knows what I'll be doing in the future? 
Mags: I know exactly what I'll be doing when 

“ "" l'~ “ j"“ ■■■“ hopping around on one 
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SMASH HITS PRIZE CROSSWORD 
• ACROSS 
A See photoclue (4,9) 
• Diana's was attached to a chain! 
T Sheena from Seaton? (anag) 
• R. Stone provides a New Model Army hit 

, (anag 2,4) 
4K “You.Everything” (Real Thing) (2,2,3) 
4K- Alf who brought you those love letters 
-4*. See 17 down 
15 Joe Strummer's one-time punks 
4gf Could be Adams, could be Ferry 
4Ut Bleached pop serpent 

■4*- Just Sinitta s kind of boy 
^ ancMidown As Club Nouveau said to the Tower 

9M Lie, Sir H, and provide a partner for Pepsi (anag) 
25. Chart songbirds 

Judas or Maxi? 
[ Minor untruths from Fleetwood Ma 
l George Michael's was different 

• Complete the crossword grid and 
in your name and address. 
• Snip out the coupon (including the 
crossword grid), stick it In an enveloi 

( One group made an art of it 
* See 22 across 
I Ray Parker Jr reckoned a 
. (5,5) 

Alexander the great 
tnd n Sweet lover! (5,5) 
tnd -1ft across He was once stuck on you (4,5) 
See 16 down 
Steve who found lovin' 
Notes create other sounds (anag) 
Cooke or Fox possibly 
Could be Astbury, could be McCulloch 

I wSk § 



THE MOST PATHETIC • Morris Minor 
And The Majors 
are pathetic in 

every possible way. 
They claim to be 
Britain’s answer to 
The Beastie Boys but 
they wear hopeless 
clothes, they’re 
completely weedy, 
they use all the 
untrendiest words 
ever invented... Even 
their jokes are 
dreadful. And yet 
they’ve had a bit of a 
hit with their single 
“Stutter Rap”. Smash 
Hits discovers the 
secret of their so- 
called style... 



“RAP” GROUP EVER 
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INXS 
BRAND NEW SINGLE 

Released 
29th December 

Jtlcm JjCMe 

Fearaal Sharke 

COLLECTORS EDITION POSTER BAG VERSIONS ON 7 ,.nxsp9, & 12" (INXSP912) 
... CONTAINING FULL COLOUR DOUBLE SIDED BAND POSTER ^ 
W Also available on ordinary 7" and 12 
EXTRA TOUR DATES FEB 5th Glasgow, Barrowlands / 7th Bradford, St. Georges / 8th Cardiff, St. Davids Hall / f Oth Leicester, De Montfort Ha 

New single on seven inch and twelve inch 



Rick Astley SMASH HITS 
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never gonna gi\e r0v up 
^ We’re no strangers to love 

You wouldn't get this from any other guy 
Gotta make you understand 

CHORUS 
i Never gonna give you up 

Never gonna run around and desert you 
Never gonna make you cry 
Never gonna say goodbye 

Never gonna tell a lie and hurl you \ 

We ve known each other tor so long 
Your heart s been aching 

But you re too shy to say it 







BROTHER 
CAN YOU KEEP A SECRET? 

BEYOND 
NEW MIAMI REMIXES! 

7 INCH IN LIMITED EDITION POSTER SLEEVE 





id 1912. But when it comes to pop m_ 
bit of a swot and claims to know every single pop fact going. So if 
there’s a pop puzzler that’s troubling you, why not jot it down on a 
postcard and send it to Get Smart!, Smash Hits, 52-55 
Carnaby Street, London Wi V 1PF. All part of the service. 

GREAT MYSTERIES OF THE WORLD 
PART 73: 

SIR BILLIAM IDOL’S SPOOK-HAIR 

Dear Get Smart!, 
Please could you tell me how Billy 
.iis hair to stick up? Does 

A Billy Idol and his specially Imported hair"do". 
Sir Billiam’s spiky hair“do” is 

kept in place with the aid of Wella 
Hard Rock Hairspray (85p from all 
reputable chemists) and he is 
fiercely loyal to this brand. Since it 
isn’t available in America he has 
crate-loads of the stuff ferried 
over to his New York dressing 
table. The clot! 

How to hobnob with 
Phillip Schofield 
for nought pence 

Could you please tell me how I 
can get tickets to sit in the 
audience of the TV programme 
Going Live and how much they 
cost? If I can’t get tickets for that, 
how do I get them for The RoxyT 
Tommy Walsh, Buxton. 

• Well, the good news is that 
they are both absolutely free and 
the bad is.. .well, there isn’t any 
bad news actually. All you have 
to do to get tickets for Going 
Live or any other BBC show 
(such as Top Of The Pops) is 
write to this address: The Ticket 
Unit, BBC Television Centre, Wood 
Lane, Shepherds Bush, London 
W12 7RJ. Going Live prefer 
people who are under 16 and are 

in groups rather than ones or 
twos. So if you get together with 
all your chums you stand a 
better chance. But be warned - 
there is a very, very long waiting 

London under your own 
“steam”. To get tickets for The 
Roxy write to this address: Ticket 
Request, The Roxy, Tyne Tees TV, 
City Road, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne 
NE1 2AL. There is, again, a long 
waiting list and, of course, it’s 
filmed in Newcastle (hence the 

iw anything abc 
n many other rt 

while her LP “( 
Blue” is selling like “hot 
cakes” too. Debbie is 
something of a child star - 
she’s still only 16 but has 
been writing music ever 
since she was five! And 
she’s such a phenomenon 
in America that one 
“news”paper enthused: 
“Watch out Whitney and 
Madonna, Debbie Gibson 
is waiting in the wings”. 

Dear Get Smart!, 
Could you please tell me 

something about a singer 
called Debbie Gibson? I 
bought her single “Only In 
My Dreams” but don’t really 

The New Sensation! 

FAN CLUBS 

FACT 
0$0 

A Jimmy Jam, Janet Jackson and Terry Lewis: have they been pinching tunes' 

Dear Get Smart!, 
I am confused. Listening to Wally Jump Jr. And The 

Criminal Element's “Tighten Up/I Just Can't Stop Dancin'”, 
I noticed its blinding similarity to Janet Jackson’s “When I 

An interesting one this. Wally Jump Jr.'s dance tune 
does indeed sound remarkably like Janet's 1986 hit 
and Arthur Baker, who “produced" the Wally Jump Jr. 
song, is not denying it. “Yes, the bass line is taken 
from When I Think Of You’ -1 make no bones about 
that. When I first heard her song though, I realised it’d 
been taken from a '70s song called “Tighten Up” by 
Archie Bell And The Drells. So I decided to update two 
Archie Bell songs, “Tighten Up” and “I Just Can't Stop 
Dancin’” and the Wally Jump single is a combination 
of those two songs.” So, in fact, it’s Janet (or rather 
her and her producers Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis) 
who have been “borrowing” tunes... 

No.3 

Full name John Frank Bongiovi 
Date of birth 2/3/62 
Birthplace: New Jersey, USA 
Height 5’ 10” 
Colour of eyes: Blue/grey 
Hair: Light brown with blond 
streaks 
Marital status: Single 
First hit: “You Give Love A Bad 
Name", number 14, September 
1986 
Biggest selling single: “Livin’ 
On A Prayer” (375,000) 
• He once got the sack from a 
shoe-shop for turning up the radio 
and singing along when there 
was a record playing by his hero 
Bruce Springsteen. 
• He uses a double to divert 
clamouring fans when he leaves 
the building after a concert. 
• His father is a hairdresser and 
cuts his hair when Jon goes 
home. Jon's mother owns a 
florist’s shop. 



Yes, the evenings are long, the nights are wintry, the frost is peeping in at the window 
pane and - boo! - there's nothing on the telly except Crossroads or The 
Grumbleweeds. What on earth is a young pop kid to do to fill in the time until Spring 

arrives? Grab a pencil, that's what and see just how many of the following skull-numbing 
brain teasers you can fill in with said pencil. (Actually they're not that difficult but at least it 
will keep you going until The A-Team comes on. ..) 



l-lt-ln-With-A-Pencil Quiz!!!!! 
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How can this possibly be? Carol Decker from T’Pau is renowned for her 
“feistiness”, being sick in her cowboy boots etc., and yet she’s “terrified of 

dying”, says she looks like her dog Jess and thinks she’s a Kenwood blender... 

u |fi* 
Ivod 
Iglar 

_a kind of drink I would be .. 
vodka martini cocktail. I like to look < 
glamorous and I'd love to be in one 

ii .use triangular glasses with a long stem 
that’d look very nice. With a white olive in. 
love them. I love fun things and I’d especii 
like to think of myself as a nice cocktail no 
after years of being a half pint of lager. 

Hello viewers! Here we are on the 3. 
Intercity to Birmingham, trundling off to an 
amazin' T'Pau in concert “extravaganza”. 
Carol Decker is sitting in the swankseats of first 
class, her famed tumbling locks dangling in her 
crusty french bread cheese sarnie, and she's 
undergoing a bit of an on-the-spot 
“psychological" t 

i a type of wallpaper what would I 
be? I think.. aha! I think I’d be woodchip. 
Because you can paint it all sorts of colours 
and it always looks alright. And it’s got texture. 
could look quite snooty on the outside but 
underneath I’d be very down-to-earth.” 

A handy household appliance? 
“A Kenwood blender! It mixes things 

together - brightly coloured foods and “ 
drinks and it’s very versatile.” 

Carol Decker obviously i 

etc. have invented her_ 
breezingly friendly, a natural bletherer, she's 
this moment having a nice cup of British Rail 
“coffee", doesn't even have a hangover and 
hasn't mentioned being sick in her own or 
anyone else's footwear even once. She’s a 
thoroughly normal, extremely 
"~ar old hui-iJ l--:— • Jld humanoid being. So_ 
and her “instantly" popular group materialise 
from anyway? 

“I never thought of being a pop star 
particularly..." muses Carol, “but I did day¬ 
dream about doing something different. I cou._ 
never concentrate in lessons and .. well, I was 
always a bit of a tragedy-drawers.(?) Oh, you 
know, always a bit depressed and thinking ‘Is 
this it? Is this life? And I was nearly 19 when I 
left school because I had to re-take all my 
exams -1 was in there with all the little shits I'd 
been two years ahead of.” 

So she left, did one billion jobs in boutiques 
and bars (“I was always bored within a month”) 
and, at 22, decided art school would be much 
more “glamorous”. “It wasn’t. I did model¬ 
making and was very much the lackey...” 

At a party, One day, however, someone 
asked her if she’d like to audition for a group. 

"It was in a garage, what a joke. And I was 
so nervous I had to get really drunk. I didn't 
want anyone to hear my voice. I was sort of... 
{mimes singing into her sleeve) pathetic.” 

But she wasn't really because she joined the 
group (called The Lazers (har har)),they 
became a bit successful and Carol became “a 
sort of minor celebrity in the area". So, being a 
celebrity, Carol was quite keen on 
“congratulating" other local groups backstage 
when they played in Shrewsbury. And one day 
_ "~i-i— -a||ed Ronnie Rogers w? 

it all up.” 
But no. She and Ronnie decided it \ 

they were a proper group, got in some 
musician blokes with “funny" hair and 

pertwingly! - T'Pau were here. They played 
some concerts and “went down like a fart in a 
space-suit” and “Heart And Soul” became a 
gigantic... flop. But! It was released in 
America, spiralled to number four and finally, 
the re-released version spiralled in Britain to - 
cosmic coincidence - number four. And now 
they're rich and famous popsters all o’er the 

Weil, they’re a bit famous, anyway. “I'm 
still pretty poor! We’re still in our flat in 
Shrewsbury! If I was loaded, though, 

I’d love to have fitted carpets and radiators - 
that's all I ask! And I'd love to pass my driving 
test and own my own car so me and Ronnie 
could stop fighting over which car we want. He 
wants a Saab for some reason (curls up left 
nostril).. .I'd like a Mercedes sports! 
Pretentious, aren't I? Mmmn, yeah... and I've 
got a beautiful Irish Red-Setter called Jess, so 
she could sit in the car with me with a diamante 
collar on and her ears flapping in the wind. 
Actually we do look ever so alike, me and Jess, 
when I come to think about it... ” 

She also has no intention of doing the 
"decent" thing with Ronnie. 

“Why meddle with a winning formula, that's 
what I say!" billows Carol at the merest 
suggestion of the dreaded word “marriage”. “I 
don't mind all the trappings of a marriage 
because I'd quite like to see all my scruffy 
friends dressed up in top hat and tails for a 
laugh. It'd be a fun day, then we could have the 
marriage annulled.” 

She doesn’t believe in marriage for any 
religious "notions”, either. 

“T think religion is a pile of crap,” she honks. 
“I was raised a devout Catholic and I think 
that's enough to put anybody off. I'll tell you 
what religion did to my family. My dad is a 
Protestant, my mum a Catholic and because of 
the way things were when they were in their 
twenties in Liverpool they had to get married in 
a Catholic church. And it was at a side altar, 
with no flowers and with purple cloths put over 
all the statues so that the statues couldn't 
witness this terrible act. That's not organised 
religion, that’s crime. I think religion is brain¬ 
washing. I’m just not interested...” 

Carol will, however, “confess” to believing in 

“I’m really scared of dying, you know, I’m 
actually terrified of it. What do I think will 
happen? Oh I expect I'll go straight down. I’ve 
been thinking about this lately because 
Ronnie's mum died a few months ago and I've 
never seen death that close before. I think it's 
the ego of mankind that we refuse to believe 
we’ll end up as worms' meat. I certainly hope 
there is something. I'll probably end up 
haunting some place! Flying round some pub 
somewhere with all the boxes of 'Heart And 
Soul' under my arm that didn't sell the first time 
round! Hmmnmn yeah, that’ll t 

I Interview: Sylvia Patterson 



THE BEST ARMY 
NEEDS THE BEST 
APPRENTICE 

Today's Army has some of the most power¬ 

ful and sophisticated equipment in the 

And the responsibility for maintain¬ 

ing that equipment falls squarely on 

shoulders of Army technicians. 

Which is why they’re specially trained 

at our own Army Colleges to a standard 

country. 

And why the British Army has the 

highest standards of any in the world. 

Standards we intend to keep. 

That doesn't mean we're looking for 

a bunch of Einsteins. 

For most Technical Apprenticeships 

(and there are over thirty to 

choose from) we prefer you 

to have three '0' levels, or 

their equivalent, including 

Maths, English and a Science subject. (Or be 

expecting to get 

BTEC A certificate 

Could you have worked out where 
the cable should go? 

For Craft Apprenticeships, your practical 

skills are far more important than any cert¬ 

ificates you may or may not have. 

It could be down to you to get it back up. 

But that doesn't mean we take just any¬ 

body. Because, alongside your technical 

training, you'll be taught weaponry, 

battle tactics, field craft and 

camouflage. 

So the qualities of a 

good soldier are just as 

important. 

Determination. And the 

character to take on a 

challenge. And the bottle to 

see it through. Particularly 

when the going gets tough. 

But forget soldiering for a moment, and 

think of the Army as your 'employer.' 

The people who'll teach you Ayourtrade. 

Who else but i 

the Army could offer 

you two years' fi 

time training at one ; 

of their specialist 

colleges? And pay 

you while you learn. 

Train you to a 

igh standard that's 

le envy Of British they're crying out for 
idustry. Give trade in civvy street. 

qualifications that are respected all over the 

when you've 

completed your course. 

With the promise of a guaranteed job. 

And offer promotion prospects 

where it’s yourability that counts. Not whether 

your face fits. 

But now is the time to act. 

now is 

for entry to 

our three colleges in 1988. 

To find out mote and have all your 

questions answered, simply fill in 

below and well send you 

your full colour brochure. 

Or call in at any Army Careers 

Information Office. 

The address is Jn the 'phone 

book under 'Army. 
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problems. Back then he wj 
able to sell out the far largei 
Wembley Arena for several nights; 
this time he’s just playing one night 
in the much “cosier” Hammersmith 
Odeon. There’s still an awful lot of 
very keen people here though - at 

hats, safety pins and just about 
anything else George has worn in 
the last year. Brother Beyond, the 

e clapped fairly 

soul pop - but it’s obviously The 
Return Of Boy George that 

disappointing. The rathei 
tragic looking backing group start 
playing “It Ain’t Enough”, a song 
from his solo LP, in front of a 
backdrop of a huge McDonald's 
sign and banners proclaiming EAT 
THE RICH and STEAL THEIR 
CULTURE, and then George 
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